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Abstract

We have recently reported structure solutions for the (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) reconstructions of SrTiO3(001) based on

high-resolution electron microscopy, direct methods analysis of diffraction data and density functional theory. Both

reconstructions were found to be TiO2-rich and feature a single overlayer of TiO2 stoichiometry on top of a bulk-like

TiO2 layer. Qualitatively, the two reconstruction geometries differ in the cation sub-lattice of the overlayer only, where

Ti atoms occupy half of the fivefold cation sites. In the present work we use density functional theory to generate a

number of variations of this structural motif in search of patterns of stability. We find a reliable predictor for the recon-

struction energy in the ability of oxygen atoms to relax vertically out of the overlayer plane to minimize non-bonded

oxygen–oxygen repulsions. Out-of-plane relaxation of oxygen atoms in turn is modulated by the number and relative

position of coordinating Ti atoms, which yields simple empirical rules as to how cations are distributed in low energy

reconstructions.
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1. Introduction

SrTiO3 is the quintessential perovskite and

arguably, the most prominent member of an entire
class of oxides that counts the lanthanum-cuprate

high-Tc superconductors within its ranks. Despite
ed.
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its bulk structural simplicity, a relatively small unit

cell with high symmetry, it has an amazing number

of different surface structures. For the (001) sur-

face of SrTiO3, a multitude of reconstruction unit

cells have been observed: (1 · 1) [1], (2 · 1) [2],
(2 · 2) [1,3], c(4 · 2) [4–7], c(4 · 4) [5], c(6 · 2)

[4,8], (6 · 2) [8], (
p

5 ·
p

5)R26.6� [6,9,10] and

(
p

13 ·
p

13)R33.7� [11]. The particular recon-

struction formed appears to depend strongly on

the experimental preparation conditions, with

annealing temperature and oxygen partial pressure

being the principal variables [12]. With the excep-

tion of the (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2), the atomic struc-
ture of most of the above reconstructions is

unknown, owing to the general difficulties associ-

ated with oxide surface diffraction and micro-

scopy. In the [001] direction, bulk SrTiO3 is

characterized by a stacking of layers with alternat-

ing stoichiometry TiO2 and SrO and a number of

theoretical studies have considered surfaces result-

ing from termination at either one of these layers
Fig. 1. Structural views of (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) reconstructions of the

via direct methods analysis and density functional theory [2,7]: Ti a

respectively. O-atoms are colored light grey except for ‘‘floating’’ ox

white. The side-views of the surface in the upper half of the figure sh

plane of the overlayer, while type 3 oxygen atoms are held in plane.

respective TiO2-overlayer illustrate how these two reconstructions d

available cation sites (vacant cation sites are marked with a ‘‘+’’).
[13–18]. Non-bulk-like terminations were recently

deduced for the (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) reconstructions

by way of transmission electron diffraction (TED)

experiments and direct method analysis supported

by density functional calculations [2,7]. This re-
vealed that the (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) reconstructions

have an additional TiO2-stoichiometric overlayer

on top of a bulk-like TiO2 layer (referred to in

the following as the ‘‘subsurface’’). As illustrated

in Fig. 1, these two reconstructions are of the same

stoichiometry, and differ qualitatively only in the

structure of the overlayer, specifically, in the distri-

bution of Ti cations over twice as many fivefold
sites. A further characteristic is that certain oxygen

atoms exhibit substantial relaxation out of the sur-

face plane. This distinguishes the (2 · 1) and

c(4 · 2) from bulk-like reconstructions and may

be associated with their stability.

On simple geometric grounds, the relaxation of

oxygen atoms out of the surface plane leads to sur-

face stabilization because it reduces the repulsion
SrTiO3(001) surface as deduced from HRTEM diffraction data

nd Sr-atoms are colored black and dark-grey (large spheres),

ygen atoms in the TiO2-overlayer (cf. text), which are colored

ow how certain oxygen atoms (denoted type 1) relax out of the

In the lower part of the figure, the schematic top-views of the

iffer qualitatively in the distribution of Ti atoms (black) over



Fig. 2. Starting with a truncated octahedral coordination in an atomically flat overlayer, relaxation of oxygen atoms out of the

overlayer can lead to more regular coordination polyhedra around surface bound Ti cations. This increases the distance between oxide

ligands, reduces oxide–oxide repulsion and thereby stabilizes the surface.
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between oxygen anions. As illustrated in Fig. 2, Ti
cations in an atomically flat overlayer are coordi-

nated in the shape of a truncated octahedron. This

is not an ideal coordination geometry because the

distances between oxide ligands can be increased

by out-of-plane relaxation, leading to a reduction

in their repulsive interactions.

In this work, we consider a number of struc-

tural variations of the observed (2 · 1) and
c(4 · 2) reconstructions generated by density func-

tional theory (DFT). Similar to the (2 · 1) and

c(4 · 2), these variations are all characterized by

a TiO2 stoichiometric overlayer and differ only in

the distribution of cations in the overlayer. We

readily acknowledge that this represents only a

subset of possible reconstructions of SrTiO3(001);

however, it is only by contrasting closely related
structures that qualitative insights into surface

structure formation can be obtained. Here, by ana-

lyzing the variations of calculated surface energies

and stresses with the distribution of the cations in

the overlayer, we seek to determine ‘‘structure

rules’’ that are of general utility and can be trans-

ferred to other perovskite oxides. As we will show

below, the calculated surface energy of these TiO2-
rich reconstructions correlates well with the out-

of-plane relaxation of oxygen atoms to minimize

non-bonded oxygen-oxygen repulsions. Favorable

cation distributions are those that support such

relaxation.
2. Computational model

Surface structures and energies reported in this

work were obtained by full geometric relaxation

of a 3-dimensionally periodic slab-model using

first-principles density functional theory (DFT).
All calculations were performed using the ab initio
total-energy and molecular-dynamics program

VASP (Vienna ab initio simulation program)

developed at the Institut für Materialphysik of

the Universität Wien [19–22]. Calculations were

performed in the generalized gradient approxima-

tion (GGA) to DFT [23,24]. Valence as well as

semi-core bands (Sr-4p, Ti-3p) were expanded in

a plane wave basis with a cut-off at 380eV. Core–
electron interactions were represented using Van-

derbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials [25,26]. In all of

the calculations reported here the k-point mesh

was taken equivalent to 4 · 4 · 1 for the full (reduc-

ible) Brillouin zone corresponding to a reference

(1 · 1) surface-unit cell [27], with the k-points

shifted by (0.5,0.5,0) away from the C-point. Sur-

faces were represented using 3D-periodic slab-
models made up of seven atomic layers with the

stacking sequence

TiO2–TiO2–SrO–TiO2–SrO–TiO2–TiO2

mirror-symmetric about the central layer. The

coordinates of all atoms in the unit cell were re-

laxed except for those in the central layer, which
were frozen to bulk-positions. The dimensions of

the simulation cell were held fixed during optimi-

zation. In the surface perpendicular direction,

(i.e. [001]) slabs are repeated every 23.6 Å or six

times the calculated bulk constant of a = 3.937Å.

This results in a surface-to-surface separation of

approximately 3a (or 12Å) through both slab

and vacuum. This particular choice of slab and
vacuum thickness was the result of an error analy-

sis to minimize the effect of surface-to-surface

interactions on the computed quantities of interest

to this work, namely surface energy differences

and stress tensor components. With a set plane

wave cut-off and k-point density, available
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computational resources limit the volume of the

simulation cell. Because we have large surface

reconstruction cells in our structural survey, up

to four times the unit surface area of a (1 · 1),

places a limit on the [001] repeat of the simulation
cell; in our case 6a was the largest repeat at which

all reconstruction geometries could be calculated.

With the choice for the ratio vacuum to slab-thick-

ness (3a/3a) in the 6a-cell, we estimate errors due

to slab and cell size effects to be below 0.04J/m2

for surface energy differences and below 0.5J/m2

for surface stress differences. These errors were

estimated by comparing the results of the smaller
reconstruction cells with those obtained in larger

simulation cells ([001] repeat up to 8a and upto

11 atomic layers). While these errors are certainly

considerable, they are entirely acceptable for the

purpose of this discussion.
3. Results

In the construction of a TiO2 stoichiometric

overlayer, the TiO2-stoichiometric subsurface acts

in many respects as a template via bond-length

constraints and the requirement for a high coordi-

nation of Ti atoms. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this

suggests three types of atom sites in the overlayer:
Fig. 3. Schematic perspective (left) and top-diagram (right) of

possible cation and anion sites in a TiO2-stoichiometric

overlayer formed on top of a bulk-like TiO2 layer (the

subsurface) in SrTiO3(001). ‘‘Structural’’ oxygen atoms (grey

spheres) are positioned on top of a sub-surface Ti-atom (black).

Cations sites indicated by ‘‘+’’ are fivefold coordinated by a

single subsurface oxygen atom and in the overlayer by two

structural and two floating oxygen atoms (white spheres). The

latter are bound to Ti-atoms in-plane only; unlike structural

oxygen atoms, they do not bind to the subsurface and have the

unique ability to relax out of the surface plane.
1. ‘‘Structural’’ oxygen sites (grey spheres in Fig.

3) are positioned directly above Ti atoms in

the sub-surfaces.

2. Titanium sites (marked by a ‘‘+’’ in Fig. 3) due

to bond-length constraints are located between
two structural oxygen sites and directly above

a subsurface oxygen atom.

3. ‘‘Floating’’ oxygen sites (white spheres in Fig. 3)

provide additional coordination to overlayer

titanium atoms. Unlike ‘‘structural’’ oxygen

atoms, they are not bound to Ti (or any other

atom) in the sub-surface, which gives this site

the unique ability to relax vertically out of the
overlayer plane.

With the overlayer being TiO2 stoichiometric,

all oxygen sites are occupied and the only struc-

tural variable is the distribution of Ti cations over

twice as many possible sites. Full DFT optimiza-

tions were performed for a number of reconstruc-

tions featuring different unit cells and distribution
patterns of Ti cations. For a given unit cell, we

considered a number of cation distributions, de-

noted as type A, B, C etc. We note that the set

of distributions chosen for a given unit cell are

not always complete in the sense that there may

be other compatible distributions.

Schematic diagrams of all overlayer structures

considered in this work are displayed in Figs. 1,
4 and 5. We have: (1 · 1), (2 · 1), (

p
2 ·

p
2)

R45�, (2 · 2), c(4 · 2) and (4 · 1) reconstruction

unit cells. For the (1 · 1) reconstruction as well

as the experimentally observed (2 · 1), there is

only one way of distributing cations in the over-

layer. We include two types of c(4 · 2) reconstruc-

tions: the experimentally observed type B and

what we refer to as its ‘‘subsurface isomer’’ type
A (cf. Ref. [7]); the two subsurface isomers differ

in the registry of the overlayer with respect to

the bulk by a shift of (1/2, 1/2). The net effect of

this shift is that all ‘‘floating’’ and ‘‘structural’’

oxygen sites in the overlayer are interchanged. In

addition, we have three distribution patterns for

a (2 · 2) unit cell: A particular feature of the

(2 · 2) C reconstruction is a structural oxygen
atom that is not connected to any Ti atoms in

the overlayer; this oxygen atom is only bound to

a single Ti atom in the subsurface. Finally, we have



Fig. 4. Schematic top-view illustrating the cation distribution pattern for (1 · 1), (2 · 2) type A to C, (
p

2 ·
p

2)R45� and c(4 · 2) type

A reconstructions.
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a single distribution pattern for a (
p

2 ·
p

2)R45�
unit cell in which Ti atoms are arranged in diago-
nal rows, and a complete set of three distribution

patterns for a (4 · 1) unit cell.

A topological feature of relevance to our discus-

sion is the ‘‘connectedness’’ of the atoms in the

overlayer. A connected network of Ti–O bonds

in the overlayer defines what we refer to in the

following as an ‘‘overlayer domain’’. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 6 for the (2 · 1) and (
p

2 ·
p

2)
R45� reconstructions, with individual domains

highlighted by grey and white backgrounds. As

can be seen in the figure, all the atoms within a do-
main are connected to each other through a con-

tinuous chain of Ti–O bond, whereas, no
overlayer Ti–O bonds link two domains; this de-

fines boundaries between disconnected sets of

atoms. For convenience we have oriented all unit

cells such that domain boundaries run along the

y-direction (i.e. the bonding network is discontinu-

ous in x); the only exception here are the (1 · 1)

and (2 · 2) C, which have no boundaries, and

the (
p

2 ·
p

2)R45�, where the boundary is ori-
ented at a 45� angle, i.e.; in the direction y–x (cf.

Fig. 4) or parallel to a (
p

2 ·
p

2)R45� unit cell

vector.



Fig. 5. Schematic top-view and structural relaxed side-view of three cation distribution patterns with (4 · 1) unit cell.

Fig. 6. Panels (a) and (b) show the schematic overlayer structure of (2 · 1) and (
p

2 ·
p

2)R45� reconstructions, respectively (cf. Figs. 1

and 4). Highlighted by grey and white backgrounds are separate ‘‘overlayer domains’’, defined here are continuous networks of Ti–O

bonds in the overlayer. Disconnected networks of atoms lead to domain boundaries, which are indicated by a thick black line. The

nearest and thus strongest pair interaction across domain boundaries is between oxygen atoms (grey and white spheres) and therefore

repulsive, which leads to compressive surface stresses in the direction perpendicular to the boundary.
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For all reconstructions, the calculated surface

energy relative to the (1 · 1) as well as the calcu-

lated stresses in x- and y-directions are listed in

Table 1. This table also includes for reference the

calculated surface stresses for two (1 · 1) cells ter-

minating bulk-like at TiO2 or SrO layers, respec-

tively. Relative surface energies cannot be given

for these two reconstructions as they are of differ-
ent stoichiometry.
4. Discussion

4.1. Surface energy

On the basis of the two experimental (2 · 1) and

c(4 · 2), reconstructions, a simple relation between

cation distribution, out-of-plane relaxation and

surface stability has been previously suggested [7].
Critical for the formation of regular coordination



Table 1

Calculated surface energy relative to the (1 · 1) reconstruction as well as surface stresses for various reconstructions of SrTiO3 with

a single TiO2 overlayer

Unit cell Cation pattern F1 F2 F3 Relative surface energy (J/m2) Stress (xx) (J/m2) Stress (yy) (J/m2)

(1 · 1) A 0 0 1/2 0.00 +1.1 +13.1

(2 · 1) A 1/4 0 1/4 �0.10 �2.3 +4.0

(
p

2 ·
p

2)R45� A 1/2 0 0 �0.83 �2.0 �2.0

(2 · 2) A 1/2 0 0 �0.69 �1.7 +0.7

B 1/4 0 1/4 �0.17 �2.6 +1.9

C 1/2 0 0 �0.22 +0.7 +0.7

c(4 · 2) A 1/4 0 1/4 �0.17 �3.0 �0.7

B 1/2 0 0 �0.67 �1.3 +0.4

(4 · 1) A 1/8 1/8 1/4 �0.19 �1.9 +5.5

B 1/8 0 3/8 +0.01 �1.3 +8.6

C 1/8 1/4 1/8 �0.47 �1.1 +3.0

Bulk-like (1 · 1) TiO2-termin. – – – n/a +2.4 +2.4

SrO-termin. – – – n/a +1.2 +1.2

Reconstructions are characterized by the unit cell, the cation distribution pattern as well as the fractions F1, F2, and F3 of surface

oxygen atoms that are ‘‘floating’’ of type 1, 2 and 3, respectively (cf. Figs. 1, 4, 5 and text). Positive and negative stresses are tensile and

compressive; i.e., the cell seeks to contract and expand, respectively.
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polyhedra around Ti, which minimize non-bonded

O–O repulsion (Fig. 2), is the ability of the floating

oxygen sites to relax out of plane, as this is the only

atom type in the overlayer not bound to the subsur-

face; however, this ability is modulated by the num-

ber and relative positioning of Ti atoms in the four

cation-sites nearest to the oxygen. Fig. 7 illustrates

how floating oxygen atoms can relax out of the
overlayer plane without Ti–O bond stretching if

coordinated by only a single Ti-atom (Fig. 7a) or,

alternatively, two Ti-atoms in cis-coordination

(Fig. 7b). In contrast, out-of-plane relaxation is

not possible in twofold-trans (Fig. 7c) as well as

threefold and fourfold coordination as this would

lead to bond stretching. Thus, a direct and simple

correlation emerges between the cation distribution
pattern and the relative stability of the reconstruc-

tion via the fraction of surface oxygen atoms that

are of the floating type as well as single or twofold

cis-coordinated; the larger the fraction of surface

oxygen atoms that can relax out of plane, the more

stable is the reconstruction.

With a larger number of reconstructions and

associated surface energies in Table 1, we can
now test and suitably refine this model. In Figs.

1, 4 and 5, the ‘‘floating’’ oxygen atoms in the

reconstruction unit cell that are either single or

twofold cis-coordinated are marked as type ‘‘1’’,

these atoms can relax freely out of the surface
plane without stretching of Ti–O bonds. Table 1

lists with the relative surface energies the fraction

F1 of overlayer oxygen atoms of this type. Fig.

8a shows graphically the correlation between F1

and the calculated surface energy. While a general

trend to lower energies with increasing F1 is dis-

cernable, the considerable spread in the data indi-

cates that there is more to the surface energy than
merely counting type 1 oxygen sites.

As a specific example, the (2 · 2) C reconstruc-

tion at F1 = 0.5 in Fig. 8a possesses all twofold cis-

coordinated floating oxygen atoms, like the

c(4 · 2) B for example. However, as is illustrated

in Fig. 4, the structure of the (2 · 2) C reconstruc-

tion is distinct from all others in that it features

structural oxygen atoms that are not coordinated
by any overlayer Ti atoms; i.e.; this oxygen atom

binds only to a single subsurface Ti atom. The rel-

atively high energy of (2 · 2) C suggests that this

must be an unfavorable structural arrangement

that destabilizes the surface by a separate mecha-

nism. We have omitted this structure from further

consideration. Also noteworthy in Fig. 8a, is the

relatively large spread of surface energies calcu-
lated for the three (4 · 1) patterns. All three

(4 · 1) patterns contain only a single oxygen atom

of type 1 thus F1 is 1/8. Side-views of the three

4 · 1 reconstructions are displayed in Fig. 5. Espe-

cially for the most-stable C-reconstruction, and



Fig. 7. Schematic perspective- (left) and top-views (right)

illustrating oxygen out-of-plane relaxation as modulated by

nearby cations. The ability of ‘‘floating’’ oxygen atoms to relax

out of the overlayer depends strongly on which and how many

of four nearest cation sites are occupied with Ti atoms: In single

coordination (a) and twofold cis-coordination (b), the oxygen

atom in the center can arc out of the surface plane without

stretching Ti–O bonds. In twofold trans-coordination (c), as

well as three and fourfold coordination (not shown), Ti–O

bond-length constraints prevent out-of-plane relaxation of the

oxygen atom.
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less so for the medium stable A reconstruction, we

note that some of the non-type 1 oxygen atoms are

also displaced vertically out of the overlayer.

These sites are marked as type 2 in the pattern dia-

grams. They are twofold trans-coordinated oxygen

atoms and, as is evident from the structural side-
views in Fig. 5, they are able to relax out of the

overlayer because the two Ti atoms they are bound

to are displaced towards each other. This suggests

a refinement of our model in that a twofold trans-

coordinated floating oxygen atom (Fig. 7c) can
relax out of plane provided that Ti atoms (and

the atoms they in turn are bound to) can follow

this motion. In this case bond length requirements

no longer constrain the oxygen atom in the over-

layer plane. We thus label in Figs. 1, 4 and 5, float-

ing oxygen atoms as type 2 if they are twofold

trans, threefold and fourfold coordinated, which

can relax outwards through supporting relaxation
of coordinating Ti atoms. As a general observa-

tion, we note in our reconstructions that this

supporting relaxation occurs in directions perpen-

dicular to an overlayer domain boundary (Fig. 6);

evidently the discontinuity of the Ti–O bonding

network provides the necessary degrees of freedom

for those floating oxygen atoms trans-coordinated

in this direction. We have further marked in Figs.
1, 3 and 4 all floating oxygen sites as type 3 for

which out-of-plane relaxation is not possible be-

cause the coordinating Ti-atoms cannot relax in-

plane to support this relaxation. These atoms are

thus those that are neither of type 1 nor 2 and

are held rigidly in-plane. A summary of the

final classification of overlayer oxygen sites is

given in Table 2. In Table 1, the fractions F1, F2

and F3 of overlayer oxygen that are of type 1, 2

and 3, respectively are listed for the various

reconstructions.

Fig. 8b shows the dramatically improved corre-

lation between surface energy and the fraction

F1 + F2 of oxygen atoms that can relax out of

plane.

4.2. Surface stress

Intrinsic surface stress is a measure of the de-

gree to which the bonds near the surface are

strained as a result of the constraints on their

bond-lengths arising from the presence of the

underlying bulk crystal structure. The correlation

between calculated surface stress and the cation
distribution pattern in Table 1 is less clear than

was the case for the surface energies. Yet two dis-

tinct patterns emerge, related to (a) the number of



Fig. 8. Calculated relative surface energies for the set of reconstructions as a function of F1 and F1 + F2 in panels (a) and (b),

respectively. F1 and F2 are the fraction of overlayer oxygen atoms that are floating of type 1 and type 2, respectively.

Table 2

Summary of the four categories of oxygen sites in the overlayer, their definition and respective role as major sources of surface

stabilization and stress

Oxygen type Ti-coordination Out-of-plane relaxation Surface energy Surface stress

‘‘Structural’’ Onefold to fivefold with

one bond to Ti in the subsurface

Not possible due to bond

to subsurface Ti atom

‘‘Floating’’-Type 1 Onefold and twofold cis

in the overlayer only

Possible Source of

stabilization

‘‘Floating’’-Type 2 Twofold trans, threefold and

fourfold in the overlayer only

Possible because coordinating atoms

support out of plane relaxation

Source of

stabilization

‘‘Floating’’-Type 3 Twofold trans, threefold and

fourfold in the overlayer only

Not possible. Coordinating atoms

do not support out-of-plane relaxation

Source of

surface stress
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non-flexible (or type 3) oxygen atoms in the over-

layer, and (b) boundaries between overlayer do-

mains (Fig. 6).

Generally, we observe negative (compressive)

stress in the x-direction with the (1 · 1) and

(2 · 2) C being the only exception. This correlates

directly with the fact that the (1 · 1) and (2 · 2) C

are the only reconstructions with no overlayer do-
main boundaries perpendicular to the x-direction.

This suggests that compressive stresses in this

direction are a result of repulsion between discon-

nected regions of the overlayer. This is quite plau-

sible because any such domain terminates in-plane

with oxygen atoms as shown in Fig. 6; the nearest

(and plausibly dominant) pair interaction across

an overlayer domain boundary is between two
oxygen atoms and thus repulsive. In the
p

2 ·
p

2

R45� reconstruction, where overlayer domain

boundaries run diagonally (i.e. along [110]) across

the surface plane, the inter-domain repulsion ap-

pears as compressive stress in both in x- and y-

direction.

In the y-direction, the stresses for most recon-

structions are tensile, i.e. the cells generally seek
to contract in this direction. Besides the

p
2 ·

p
2

R45� discussed above, the c(4 · 2) type A is the

only exception. In order to rationalize the tensile

stress in this direction, we focus again on the float-

ing oxygen atoms and their ability to relax out-of-

plane. Since, as shown above, these atoms are a

strongly determining factor for the relative surface

energy, we should expect them to contribute prom-
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inently in creating surface stress, especially when it

is the bulk-determined unit-cell dimensions that

prevent this relaxation from taking place. We

focus therefore on type 3 floating oxygen atoms

that are not able to relax out of plane because
coordinating atoms do not support their relaxa-

tion out of plane. We postulate that the inability

of these oxygen atoms to relax out of plane is

the dominant source of in-plane tensile stress.

Remembering that type-3 floating oxygen atoms

are held in plane through trans-coordination to

Ti (see Fig. 7c), we can further postulate that ten-

sile stress is created along the direction where type
3 floating oxygen atoms are trans-coordinated.

In our set of reconstructions, the largest tensile

stress is created by the (1 · 1) reconstruction in

the y-direction (Table 1). This is the direction where

the only floating oxygen atom in the unit cell is

trans coordinated. It is a type 3 oxygen atom since

it would like to relax out-of-plane but cannot do so.

For this to be possible without Ti–O bond stretch-
ing, the two trans-coordinating Ti atoms would

have to relax towards each other. This in turn is

only possible if the unit cell contracts along y,

which is not possible because the unit cell dimen-

sions are determined by the underlying bulk. The

result is tensile surface stress in y. Comparing the

three (4 · 1) reconstructions A to C, the calculated

tensile stress in y, one finds the order (4 · 1)
B > (4 · 1) A > (4 · 1) C which correlates with the

fraction F3 of type 3 overlayer oxygen atoms

(F3 = 3/8, 1/4 and 1/8 for (4 · 1) patterns B, A

and C, respectively). Similarly, for the three

(2 · 2) reconstructions, the magnitude of calculated

stresses in y is (2 · 2) B > (2 · 2) A � (2 · 2) C to be

compared with the respective fractions F3 of 1/4, 0

and 0. These comparisons suggest that there exists a
correlation between the fraction of type 3 (non-flex-

ible) floating oxygen atoms and the surface stress.
5. Conclusions

In search of structural principles guiding the

formation energetics of SrTiO3(001) surfaces, we
performed DFT calculations for a number of

structural variations of the experimentally ob-

served (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) reconstructions; all
characterized by a single overlayer of TiO2 stoichio-

metry on top of a bulk-like TiO2 layer and distin-

guished by variations in the distribution of cations

over available sites. We conclude as follows:

(1) The relative energetic stability of the recon-

structions is largely controlled by the ability

to displace oxygen atoms vertically out of

the overlayer plane. The likely driving force

behind this phenomenon is the reduction of

oxide–oxide repulsion (cf. Fig. 2).

(2) The principal actors capable of providing this

stabilization are what we call ‘‘floating’’ oxy-
gen atoms which are those overlayer oxygen

atoms that are bound only to Ti atoms within

the overlayer and not to the bulk-like layer

underneath.

(3) The number and relative placement of nearest

Ti atoms limit the ability of a ‘‘floating’’ oxy-

gen atom to relax out-of-plane and are thus

important factors governing the stability of
the surface structure. Single- and twofold-cis

coordinated oxygen atoms (type 1) are free

to relax out of plane without bond stretching.

In contrast, twofold-trans and higher coordi-

nated oxygen atoms can relax out-of-plane

only if coordinating Ti atoms support this

movement by relaxing in-plane towards each

other (type 2). The fraction of surface oxygen
atoms that are of either type 1 or 2 correlates

well with the relative surface energy.

(4) There is a qualitative correlation of the calcu-

lated surface stress with the fraction of float-

ing oxygen sites that are of type 3 (i.e.,

neither of type 1 nor type 2). It appears that

the inability of these sites to relax out of plane

is a prominent source of tensile surface stress.

The results of this work point to a potentially

critical role of temperature in selecting the thermo-

dynamically stable reconstructions for SrTiO3

(001) surfaces. Specifically, we note from Fig. 8

that there are several reconstruction geometries

predicted to be energetically lower than the ob-

served (2 · 1) and c(4 · 2) B structures. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that this observation does not

necessarily imply that the DFT predictions are

inconsistent with experiment. Specifically, the
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DFT calculations yield surface energies at T = 0K,

whereas the experimentally observed (2 · 1) and

c(4 · 2) structures have been prepared at 950–

1000 �C and 850–930 �C, respectively [2,7]. The fact

that these structures are not predicted by DFT to
be amongst the lowest-energy surface phases at

zero temperature suggests that thermal effects are

critical in governing their observed stability.

Clearly, more quantitative information are re-

quired to further clarify the nature of these ther-

mal contributions to the relative surface stability

at high temperatures; this topic will be the subject

of future computational and experimental work.
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